
MDB Request for Payment for  
Project Implementation Support and Supervision Services1 

 
PILOT PROGRAM FOR CLIMATE RESILIENCE 

 
MDB Request for Payment of Implementation Services Costs2 

 
1. Country/Region:  Cambodia 2. CIF Project ID#:  XPCRKH011A 

3. Project/Program Title: 
 

Promoting Climate-Resilient Agriculture in Koh Kong and 
Mondulkiri Provinces as part of the Greater Mekong 
Subregion Biodiversity Conservation Corridors Project 

4. Request for project/ 
program funding (USDmio )3: 

At time of country program 
submission (tentative): 8.00 
 

At time of project 
approval: 8.00 

5. Estimated costs for MDB 
project implementation 
services (USDmio)4: 

Initial estimate - at time of 
Country program submission: 
$780,000 
 
Final estimate - at time of project 
approval: $780,000 

MDB: ADB 
 
Date: June 2011 
 

6. Request for payment of 
MDB Implementation 
Services Costs (USD): 

  First tranche:       
   
  Second tranche: 
 

US$  
 
US$ 390,000.00 
 

 

7. Project/program financing 
category: 

a - Investment financing - additional to ongoing MDB 
project  
b- Investment financing - blended with proposed MDB 
project  
c - Investment financing - stand-alone  
d - Capacity building - stand alone 






8. Expected project/program 
duration (no. of years): 

4 years and 9 months (Jan 2015 – Sep 2019)  

9. Explanation of final 
estimate of MDB costs for 
implementation services: 

If final estimate in 5 above exceeds the relevant 
benchmark range, explain the exceptional circumstances 
and reasons: 

 

10. Justification for proposed stand-alone financing in cases of above 6 c or d:  
Not Applicable 
 

                                                 
1 A separate template needs to be presented for each project and program preparation grant request listed in the SPCR. 
2 In cases where the total requested payment request exceeds the relevant benchmark adopted by the SCF Trust Fund 
Committee, a detailed cost estimate based on quantitative assessments of inputs required (staffing arrangements and time, 
travel requirements,  number of missions , etc) has to be provided to support the consideration of the fee request by the SCF 
Sub-Committee on an exceptional basis. Such an estimate would be accompanied by an explanation of the particular 
aspects of project design and or implementation arrangements that are causing estimated MDB implementation support and 
supervision costs to exceed the benchmark.  
3 Including the preparation grant request 
4 If the final MDB cost estimate exceeds the relevant benchmark, it needs to be supported by (i) a breakdown of costs of 
inputs required (staff/consultant time, travel, number of missions, etc) and (ii) by an explanation of the particular aspects of 
project design and implementation that drive MDB costs to exceed the benchmark (Item 9 in template). 


